Using “Love” To Silence Criticism.
Have you seen and heard it done? After leaders have been called-out for their abuse of authority
and power, [1] they suddenly begin speaking about “love, kindness, gracious, and/or the fruits
of the Spirit?
It is not that grace, kindness, compassion, love, or the fruit of the spirit is not relevant and
applicable to all situations! It is a requirement for those on both sides of any relational
equation.
What I am addressing is that after leaders have abused their power (i.e. – run roughshod over
the mind and will of the congregation, twisted the Scriptures to justify their actions, violated the
procedures by which a church is designated to operate, or used Matthew 18 as a weapon and
retaliated against those who dissented, disagreed) and are then called-out because of their
actions, they then have the "leadership hutzpah" to make such an argument.
It reminds me of how present-day rioters talk and react. After they have engaged in lawless
activity, and are cuffed and arrested, they then begin calling up the police officer's obligation to
follow the law regarding their civil rights -- about which they are absolutely correct. Insuring
that we rightfully regard their rights as Americans is vital, but that does not mean that other
situational factors are not now also in play – they are arrested, jailed, paying for a lawyer, tried,
and ultimately even punished. Their civil rights do not give them a pass.
Likewise, when you call-out the wrong-doing and wrong-doers, the "go-to" response revolves
around love, kindness, graciousness, patience, forbearing one another in love, etc. . . . The "goto" argument usually sounds something like this . . . .
-- "It is not that people do not have the right to speak up and express a difference of
opinion. We welcome people to express a difference of opinion about this-or-that policy.
But it is about how they went about it. They were unkind, ungracious, and arrogant in the
way they went about it." -Yes, they are absolutely right to expect and demand such biblical love, grace, and fruits of the
Spirit, just as American rioters are right to expect and demand their civil rights. But like such
rioters, there are now other biblical principles and truths in operation. Such leaders also do not
get a pass. Rebuke, reproof, and exposure of their wrong-doing may appear unloving, but it is
not.
Abuse of one’s authority and powers by running roughshod over a the church membership,
and/or threatening to, seeking to embarrass, and/or publicly humiliating God’s people with
weaponized Bible verses ought to be called out in the strongest terms. To call up passages
about love, grace, or the fruit of the Spirit after engaging in carnal and sinful antics is an abuse
of Scripture. Such “Ecclesiastical Game Playing” of using “love” in order to silence criticism is
reprehensible!
Rebuking wrong-doers and exposing their wrong-doing are always subject to such a charge,
by the very nature of the endeavor -- because exposure and rebuke of wrong-doing
wounds and it hurts -- but it is not unkind or unloving! The kisses are!
Proverbs 27:6
Faithful are the wounds of a friend;
but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful.

AGAIN -- It is not that grace, kindness, compassion, and love is not relevant and applicable to
any and all situations. There is always a need to balance biblical principles in light of the
context of the situation and in regards to the inherent nature of the event.
For Example: You child has not listened to you in regards to holding a beverage glass, and the
drink has slipped and the drink has run all over the table. Balancing the showing of grace
versus rebuke, the balance tips in favor of grace.
Your child has not listened to you in regards to touching or handling this-or-that object. They
not only disobeyed you, but when questioned, have lied about it. Balancing the showing of
grace versus rebuke, the scale tips in favor of rebuke (at best).
For them to make the argument -- "Dad, you need to show love, and grace, kindness, and
compassion!" — would be an abuse of these very virtues, which in another situation would be
throughly appropriate.
The question is, where is the proper balance when calling-out wrong-doing and wrong-doers by
those in the highest positions of power, who may be “theological muggers” of other brothers
and sisters in Christ, and when wrong-doers may continue to make the claim they did nothing
wrong and refuse to admit the egregious violation of the Scriptures!
For Example: You as a father have “provoked your child to wrath.” Your wife seeks to correct
you about going over the line and being unreasonable in your handling of your son or daughter.
You then call up the biblical admonitions about a child honoring his parents. Calling up that
biblical truth is purely defensive and is an abuse of the Scriptures!
When you call out wrong-doers and wrong-doing, and you hear -- "You need to show love, and
grace, kindness, compassion, the fruit of the spirit" – you may be hearing the words of the very
ones who abused power, and sought to retaliate by the weaponizing of Scripture, and were
irresponsible as they who occupied positions which demanded the highest level of responsible
behavior.
Rebuking wrong-doers and wrong-doing, commensurate with the abuse of authority and power
is not a violation of love, grace, kindness, the fruit of the Spirit, or compassion! [3]
The kisses are!

1. There is a difference between policy disagreements, and abusing one’s power and authority
by a carnal and ungodly manhandling those who disagree. When I speak of an abuse of power,
it is not about arguable differences in policy decisions. It is about a misuse and abuse of power
and authority in a way that disregards the congregation, and/or then retaliates against those
who stand up and call-out those leaders and the leadership.
2. From a previous post June 2020
Can I suggest, that reasoned, fair-minded, passionate, and potent dissent will always be
marginalized by calling it -- "unkind," "ungracious," "mean-spirited." Indeed, I might well
argue that it is the rightful potency of the rebuke that begets the defensive response and
criticism that it is unkind, ungracious, or arrogant.
The very nature of a potent, passionately worded, and effective argument against a policy or
procedure STINGS -- and stings unpleasantly! It hurts! It wounds! It smarts! Nevertheless,
that does not make it unkind, ungracious, or a transgressing of God's Word.
I might also suggest, that those to whom the potent and stinging rebuke is made may be some
of the least qualified to assess the true and fair nature of the rebuke. It may well take an outside
party to evaluate its so-claimed unloving character.
We have all seen that reality in married life, where a husband or a wife sees a comment from
two distinct vantages. That is why a third-party can be far more indifferent to this-or-that
comment, than the one to whom the comment was made.

3. 1. Leadership wants dissent to follow this censored and sanitized pattern.
• Dissent cannot hurt anyone's sensibilities.
• Disagreement is not allowed to tear away facades, behind which people hide to cover a
bad or self-serving decision.
• Differences of opinion are to be stated in unemotional terms.
• No one who hears or reads what you say is to be embarrassed for defending a proposal or
making such a self-serving decision.
• Disputing and/or challenging leadership and leadership decisions are inherently
insubordination and sinful.
• If you pull off the "bandage of hypocrisy" -- it is unkind and/or ungracious, requiring an
apology.
• If you reveal the illegitimacy of an argument or a defensive contention, you are being
arrogant.
• Any dissent which persuades a portion of the whole is deemed "creating disunity."
• Questions that reveal how ill-considered a policy or procedure are embarrassing and
therefore are inconsiderate and mean-spirited.
• There will be little to no push-back against the arrived at decision, even when it comes to
pushing back against some of the most shallow and self-serving arguments.
• No dissent is permitted if it hasn't first been voiced directly to the leadership. Private
discussions, like those which are conducted by and within leadership, are forbidden to
those who are not in that circle.
• If what one says cuts or "wounds" -- It is deemed sinful! It is unkind, ungracious, and
maybe even arrogant.
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